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Abstract  

Understanding the synergistic potential of human collaboration with artificial 

intelligence (AI) in creative endeavours, such as ideating Serious Game (SG) 

concepts, is of vital interest in our era of digital transformation. This study 

probes two pivotal questions: First, how does the incorporation of a GPT-4 

transformer AI, assuming the role of a teacher, influence support for student 

teams during the ideation and balancing of SG concepts? Second, what are the 

students' perceptions of AI integration when co-designing these concepts with 

an AI in the educator role? In a between-group research design, two distinct 

groups engaged in a collaborative role-playing activity with digital role-

specific cards and a visualised board to ideate and balance SGs addressing 

privacy decision-making. The first group, engaging in a local setting, 

collaborated with an AI that played the teacher role. In contrast, the second 

group played the co-ideation activity in a remote setting, with a human playing 

the role of the teacher. The findings indicate that generative AI can 

successfully be sourced to play the teacher role in a collaborative role-playing 

activity. Crucially, the timing of AI intervention thereby emerged as an 

essential factor that can impair creative support. Scheduled AI interventions 

can offer fresh insights but may not align with immediate team needs. The 

insights underscore the requirement to determine the most effective timing for 

AI intervention in human-AI co-playing ideation sessions to foster the full 

potential of an AI filling a role in a collaborative design process. Implications 

synthesised from the analytical findings and practical insights on AI-suggested 

design propositions/conflicts are discussed conclusively.
 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background – Serious games for investigating privacy decision-making 

In our daily lives, as we increasingly integrate data services, we often find ourselves making 

frequent decisions about sharing our data. Notably, teenagers and young adults are particularly 

vulnerable to making decisions that are less considered regarding their privacy [1]. In this 
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context, SGs emerge as an effective tool for engaging this demographic and promoting more 

thoughtful privacy choices. However, the challenge lies in designing a SG that not only 

entertains but also effectively heightens awareness about real-world privacy issues. And in 

particular, when as in the present study, the main aim is to learn more about how people make 

privacy decisions, taking the perspective of researchers in decision-making. This requires a 

carefully balanced game concept. As noted by Dörner et al. [2], SGs are intended to entertain 

but also to fulfil one or more additional (characterising) goals. In the realm of privacy decision-

making research, SGs can explore factors like risk behaviour and social group influences, 

providing insights into how people make privacy decisions under uncertainty. This approach 

does not just serve the purpose of entertainment; it also has two additional goals. Firstly, it 

educates players, fostering better privacy decisions through practice in privacy-related 

challenges and, therefore, gaining expertise towards more intuitively correct decision-making 

[3], [4], [5]. Secondly, it serves as a research tool, helping to understand the human factors that 

influence decision-making [1], [6], [7]. 

Balancing these different perspectives in an early ideation phase is essential to avoid 

interrupting the players' perception of flow [8] as well as unintended alteration of perceived 

uncertainty and extraneous cognitive impact from game interaction in the published SG [9], 

[10] aiming to examine privacy choices. Together with players' developing privacy expertise, 

these factors must be considered when drafting ideas and implementation concepts for the goals 

in a SG. Researchers following the research goal of examining players' decision-making must 

be able to exert control in observing the adaption of uncertainty in a SGs presented decision -

making scenarios during the drafting process of a SG.  

Considering the perspectives of the different stakeholders and engaging them in a role -

playing co-design activity can help to create such a balanced SG while offering it as a game 

that can provide sustainability during a project's developing research process [11], [12], [13]. 

It has been shown that a SG can bring together experts and novices and enable them to discuss 

about underlying domain challenges [6]. In privacy decision-making, these include, for 

example, today's ubiquitous trade-off that people face when deciding to use offered digital 

services against allowing access to their private data.  

During the time of sharing data for using a service, there is undisclosable uncertainty 

involved in how and where the data will eventually be processed, stored, or aggregated and 

what that usage may lead to. Despite organisations' responsibility to clarify these concerns, 

users are often either only superficially informed or deliberately led to complicated interface 

constructs. This practice, known as dark pattern interface design, heightens the cognitive load 

and leads users to an inconsiderate decision to accept personal data processing and quickly 

move on with using the service [14]. Several other aspects of privacy decision-making are 

thereby targeted in research, including the privacy paradox, describing that people may, in fact, 

be aware of privacy threats but still make highly unfavourable privacy choices [15], [16].  

Researchers in decision-making study how cognitive biases and contextual factors influence 

privacy choices [17]. They explore whether decisions are reflective, based on personal 

experience and knowledge of data-sharing risks, or if they are intuitive and less considerate of 

potential threats [18], [19], [20]. However, designing SGs that allow for appropriate research 

of privacy decisions requires thoughtful balancing of the uncertainty that is eventually 

presented to the players with balancing between the goals of research, learning and 

entertainment [1]. A process in which research teams that aim to use SGs in decision-making 

investigation require design and development support and the ability to include the perspective 

of various stakeholders, such as the intended players, privacy, or education experts.  

A SG design process complemented by an AI language model, such as ChatGPT-4, could 

help researchers ideate and balance the research goal with the other aims of a SG and support 

a feasible design process. In particular, if temporarily unavailable, stakeholders, such as 

educators, could be supplemented by AI taking the role in the design process. It could provide 
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creative input while keeping the stakeholder perspective for balancing the SG for decision -

making research.  

1.2 Artificial intelligence support in collaborative design activities 

Integrating AI into collaborative design activities presents an intriguing interplay of benefits 

and challenges. When considering its application in SGs creation focused on privacy decision-

making, the role of AI extends to become a collaborative role-player for advancing research in 

decision-making with considerations pointed out by recent studies. 

Li et al. [21] suggest that AI's influence on organisational creativity, primarily through 

knowledge sharing, could be pivotal in collaborative research settings. AI could facilitate the 

ideation process in teams focused on privacy decision-making research with SGs by providing 

a sounding board for reflecting/exchanging ideas and fostering creative solutions. This 

capability is crucial for research groups exploring complex decision-making scenarios, where 

diverse perspectives on the multiple SG goals and innovative approaches are essential.  

Zhang et al. [22] bring to light the nuanced impact of AI on team dynamics and motivation. 

Their findings indicate that AI can both aid and hinder human design team performance 

depending on their skill levels and dynamics. Their study found that AI support in design 

collaboration with human teams can boost the initial performance of low-performing teams. In 

contrast, high-performing design teams experience a reduction in cognitive demand. Zhang et 

al. [22] emphasise that context and interaction aspects in AI support are critical for 

effectiveness in collaborative settings. This is particularly relevant for research teams in 

decision-making studies, where the interplay between AI assistance and human expertise must 

be carefully balanced to avoid cognitive overload [23] and ensure productive collaboration with 

stakeholders. 

Sharples' exploration [24] into social generative AI highlights the potential of AI to facilitate 

deeper conversation and exploration within learning environments. This aspect can be 

leveraged in research contexts, especially in SGs designed for privacy awareness . AI can aid 

in stimulating discussion and critical thinking about privacy decisions and their implications  

regarding the research aims. Tang et al. [25] and Vazquez [26] demonstrate the potential of AI 

in assisting complex design tasks. In the context of SGs for privacy decision-making, AI's 

capability to aid in unravelling intricate domain decision-making scenarios and suggesting 

appropriate visualisations can significantly enhance the research process, assisting teams in 

visualising and understanding multifaceted privacy issues.  

Sarkar [27] and Wang [28] further expand on AI's role in creative processes and integrated 

design systems. In research groups examining decision-making, AI's transformative impact can 

shift the focus from manual data analysis and scenario building to a more integrated approach 

where AI assists in synthesising complex data and generating insightful scenarios.  

Analysing these reported findings and advancements, the potential of AI as support in 

collaborative design tasks, particularly considering the context of SGs focused on privacy 

decision-making, is significant. AI can act as a catalyst in creative ideation, foster effective 

knowledge sharing, and assist in complex scenario design, thereby enriching the research 

process. However, integrating AI also brings challenges, such as its impact on team dynamics 

and its limitations in understanding complex human interactions. These insights emphasise the 

need for further research in optimising AI's role in collaborative design activities. How 

collaboration with characters or roles played by an AI decision-maker in a SG can be effectively 

sourced for ideation and balancing support but also for attaining feasible SG design iterations 

is currently underexplored. Integration and contextual considerations are, however, crucial in 

leveraging readily available text-generative AI language models such as GPT-4 (openai.com) 

for effective co-design activities with humans.  
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1.3 Research objectives 

This study's research objectives thus aim to gain insights on how to balance generative AI 

assistance with human expertise in a research-focused SG design activity based on a tested card 

and board role-playing process – the Challenge Game Frame (CGF). A role-playing activity 

that is played to create SGs for analysing humans' decision-making. In the case of this study, 

collaborative role-playing with the CGF creates games that examine expertise and related 

conduct in privacy decision-making. A SG played to create other SGs is also referred to by 

some game studies scholars as Meta Serious Game [29]. The CGF is built on an action-oriented 

conception of the theory of affordances [30], [31] and exists in evaluated paper-based [11] and 

digital instances [12], [13]. 

The present research advances the digital variant of the role-playing activity, the digital 

cards and board, designed to help researchers create SGs for examining privacy decisions by 

integrating and evaluating AI support. As a SG design process is an iterative process, that 

demands considerable time and monetary resources coupled with collaboration between 

different stakeholders [6], [11]. 

In this context, the research examines GPT-4, an accessible generative pretrained 

transformer AI language model, as a sustainable and efficient human role-player substitute in 

the co-design activity, emphasising resource efficiency. 

In playing the role of the teacher, the AI is tested for supporting the co-design process 

regarding ideation and balancing of SG design ideas while leveraging the knowledge base from 

its vast training data. Appropriate applicability of AI as co-playing partners thereby bears the 

potential for greatly improving the feasibility of iterative SG design cycles by having AI role -

players step in for unavailable human experts. 

The respective research questions guiding the investigation of these objectives were: 

 

1. How does supplementing the teacher role with a text-generative AI language model 

support students in collaboratively ideating and balancing affordance-oriented SG 

concepts compared to a human playing the teacher role? 

2. How do student players engaging with the AI teacher in card-based role-playing 

for SG affordance concepts perceive the applicability of AI collaboration? 

 

2. Method and Material 

2.1 Research approach 

The study follows the design science research approach [32] by which a supportive co-creation 

role-playing SG is cyclically developed on the basis of the affordance theory [30], [31] aligned 

with the requirements of decision-making research [1]. The resulting card-based role-playing 

incorporates various role cards for the player, teacher, researcher and designer roles, a board 

and stepwise instructions for ideating privacy-related game challenges balanced on the 

affordances of each role and the context of play [11]. In the present user study, the digital 

variation of the card and board role-playing activity [12] was extended with the potential of AI 

taking a role in the collaborative ideation for SGs used in researching privacy decision-making. 

An example of such an ideated SG might focus on raising awareness about data sharing and 

tracking, combining storytelling and educational strategies while evaluating the time of 

thinking about each privacy decision. Decision-making might be slower and more reflective or 

faster, more automatic, with little consideration of one's own experience in similar decision 

situations [18], [20].  
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The utility of the role-playing co-design activity in ideating and balancing SG affordance 

concepts through collaborative playing was evaluated during sessions where student teams 

engaged in role-playing. One group received no AI support, and the teams collaborated online 

via videoconferencing with the CGF, with each team member playing one of the roles. For the 

other group in the research design, the teams co-played with AI (GPT-4), playing the teacher 

role locally in a class on desktop computers, while the remaining three roles were played by 

the human players (Figure 1). 

 

  

Figure 1. Two student teams co-playing the CGF together with a GPT-4 powered AI playing the teacher 

role. 

The study examined the perceived support in idea generation, concept balancing and 

applicability of the card- and board co-playing between the teams with/without the AI in the 

teacher role by in-game satisfaction sliders regarding the concept for each role (Figure 2) and 

detailed data collection by a post-game questionnaire (Sect. 2.3.2). The teams co-playing with 

the AI were asked additional Likert-scale type questions on their perception from collaborating 

with the AI teacher on the last screen of the questionnaire. The ratings were analysed to 

evaluate for acceptable applicability of AI substituting for a human playing the teacher role. In 

alignment with the research objectives, the null hypotheses established for the empirical study 

were:  

 

H0a: There are no significant differences in perceived ideation, balancing support, or 

applicability of the card-based role-playing between students co-playing with the AI in the 

teacher role and students co-playing with a human-played teacher role. 

 

H0b: Students' perceptions of collaborating with a GPT-4 powered AI teacher in card-based 

role-playing do not significantly register below the median in the Likert-scale responses. 

2.2 Elements and features of the AI-enhanced collaborative role-playing 

2.2.1 Digital co-playing instance of the affordance-oriented stakeholder SG design model 

 

The digital variant of the CGF card- and board activity builds on the goal-directed design model 

based on SG stakeholder role affordances elaborated and tested in the design science research 

process targeting privacy decision-making [11], [12]. It comprises 12 decks totalling 150 cards, 

offering design suggestions for player, teacher, researcher, and designer roles. It also includes 

four universal decks for context definition. These decks include suggestions for who the 

intended audience is, when and where the SG is intended to be played, and a dedicated deck 

focused on privacy challenges to set the domain challenge (e.g., sharing of false information 

or the privacy paradox). To enable multi-perspective dialogue and balanced SG creation for 

privacy decision research, the CGF offers a playboard and concise, sequential guidelines for  

SG ideation, balancing the concept considering game-induced uncertainty [33] and 
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discussing/resolving stakeholder affordance conflicts for observing potential disruptions of 

flow [8] (Stage 5, Figure 2).  

  

 

Figure 2. The digital CGF, role-playing cards and board based on stakeholder action-affordances for 

collaborative ideation and balancing of SGs applicable in privacy decision-making research; GPT-4 

powered AI playing the teacher role and naming itself "Jordan". Together with the other co-players, in 

this stage, the AI teacher identifies/marks a conflicting pair and provides commentary on its disruptive 

nature. 

The CGF, as shown in Figure 2, incorporates two challenge streams: main game challenge A 

and alternative affordances stream B, where players can place alternative design suggestions. 

Based on the satisfaction rating (Fig. 2, percentage sliders below designer role), the group can 

decide to shift focus from main to alternative. This dual-stream approach fosters creativity by 

being able to try out alternating design actualisations and helps narrow choices from the 

extensive card decks [34], [35], [36]. Players rate their satisfaction with concepts as a quality 

criterion [37], and avatars express emotional feedback through changing facial expressions.  

2.2.2 Role cards supporting goal-directed acting, board and stepwise co-playing instructions 

 

The role-playing begins with selecting role-independent context cards and a privacy challenge, 

which are decided upon by the whole team. Role-players then choose design suggestions for 

their role-specific affordance cards, goal-driven with individual authority. These cards, based 

on each role's action-oriented affordances [31], were elaborated and tested in a SG design 

model with paper-based and digital instances in the cyclic design science research process [11], 

[12]. These role-specific cards are placed and discussed for conflicts in a stepwise process. The 

player role chooses how the game affords achieving (e.g. fighting/evading obstacles or 

guarding resources), acting (e.g. collaborating in teams), progressing (e.g. mini-quests, time 

limits or levels), engaging (e.g. surprise, exploration or certification/mastery) and is adapting 

to developing player skills (e.g. introducing elements, reducing resources) .  

The researcher role decides on how the game is offering researching privacy decision 

influences (e.g. decision presentation factors, time pressure, or individual risk propensity), 

reporting (e.g. post-game questionnaire or in-game continuous feedback/sampling) and 

unobtrusive monitoring (e.g. logging time or other factors). While the designer role is 

responsible for how the SG affords interacting (e.g. tap or swipe gestures) and presenting (e.g. 
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2D static visuals or 3D immersive presentation), the teacher role, which is prepared and 

investigated for AI substitution in this study, is choosing design suggestions for reflecting (e.g. 

reflective journaling, decision summary) and examining (e.g. score evolution or movement 

patterns).  

The board and provided rules are designed to facilitate ideating and discussing 

balance/conflicts of SGs domain challenge, investigating privacy decisions. The role-playing 

is structured in six timed co-designing steps (Sect. 2.3.2), which are explained and read out via 

voiceover at the beginning of each step, in line with research suggesting the importance of clear 

goals and stepwise processes in co-design [35], [36], [37]. Players engage with the game 

through their web browsers; actions like moving cards and markers are synchronised over the 

internet while discussing the game concepts in person locally or via videoconferencing.  

2.2.3 Integrating the AI-powered teacher role based on transformer architecture language model 

 

AI models like GPT-4, based on architectures such as the transformer [38], bear great potential 

to assist in ideation and identifying conflicts within game concepts. They excel in generating 

ideas from text prompts, expanding on narratives, and simulating scenarios [39], [40] – feats 

suggesting them as a viable substitute when continuous human participation is not feasible or 

available. Nonetheless, limitations evident in aspects like emotional intelligence and 

spontaneous creativity must be recognised, which are integral to human participation [41], [42]. 

Making emotional feedback to the team was thereby an aspect already addressed as it is 

essential for remote ideation teams [12], with the illustrated role avatars changing facial 

expressions from earnest to happy aligned to their satisfaction with the SG affordance concepts  

(Figure 2). 

On these considerations, the digital instance of the CGF was enhanced by integrating an 

interface to the GPT-4 API offered by openai.com. Taking a general approach, the interface 

developed as a component to the base implementation in C# using the Unity Engine (version 

2022.3.10f1) provides to substitute all roles by the GPT-4 transformer model.  

Therefore, a system message was set up to be sent to the API that instructs a GPT-4 model 

about the context and the nature of the role-playing activity and, in the present study, its role 

in the team as a collaborative teacher. The appropriate system prompt to GPT-4 was iteratively 

tested in the API Playground (platform.openai.com/playground) until the model provided 

satisfactory consistent replies. Moreover, the chatbot at chat.openai.com, based on the same 

transformer model, was asked how the system prompt can be improved for consistency.  

Ultimately, a systematic protocol emerged that instructed the role to GPT-4 and prepared 

the model to receive four different requests for co-playing with human players. In iterative 

improvement sessions, ChatGPT suggested writing important instructions in capitalised form 

and including a dedicated instructions section to improve the consistency of replies,  which was, 

therefore, added to the end of the system prompt. Table 1 lists the resulting system prompt sent 

to GPT-4 after the first request that asked the model to give itself a gender-neutral name. 

Playtesting showed the model was naming itself most often "Riley", "Quinn" or "Jordan".  

With GPT-4 (at the time of the study), each API request must include the system prompt, as 

the model does not retain context or history from previous requests. Consequently, the system 

prompt was added to a message history and sent with each following request , making it a 

prompt of two messages, a system prompt and one user prompt containing the currently needed 

request during co-playing. 
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Table 1. System prompt – iteratively elaborated in the API playground and with the Chatbot of GPT-4 

Role: You're a teacher in collaborative role-playing activity for creating a well-balanced SG concept between different 

role perspectives. You are collaborating with a player, researcher, and designer role to balance role affordances. 

Request 1: Evaluate SG Concept. Choose from current role cards by id. Evaluate the whole concept for balance and 

respond what you suggest the SG should best afford for: 'reflecting' and 'examining' with one suggestion each including 

description and example. Follow your goals as a teacher and consider your knowledge and experience for encouraging 

reflection and examining learners. Then you decide if you return an optimal existing card for an affordance. Sometimes 

you will draw from your experience and create a new card (id=0) but regard the overall SG balance. Either way strictly 

reply in format of the card signature and provide no further explanations. 

 

<prompt>[List of your cards] Evaluate: [SG concept, all cards] 

<card signature>ID;affordance;3-word headline;15-word description;15-word example 

<comment>com: [word limit: 50 words in a colloquial style, e.g. "we could.."] 

<reply>STRICTLY ONE card signature for 'reflecting' and one for 'examining' and ONE overall comment on these 

choices 

Request 2: Rate how happy you are with the SG concept from your role's perspective 

 

<prompt>Rate SG: 

<reply>Float (0-100, 2 decimals) 

<comment>com: [word limit: 50 words in a colloquial style, e.g. "we could.."] 

Request 3: Identify conflicts between any card pair 

 

<prompt>Conflicts: [SG concept, all cards] 

<reply>return exactly two card signatures of any of the affordances in the concept that conflict most and one comment 

<comment>com: [word limit: 50 words in a colloquial style, e.g. "we could.."] 

Request 4: Pitch SG with great creativity 

 

<prompt>Pitch: [SG concept, all cards] 

<title>a catchy title [word limit: 5] 

<summary>sum: a detailed summary of creative gameplay envisioned from the provided SG concept [word limit: 80] 

<reply>title and summary 

Instructions: 

 

Respond ONLY to the specified request number! 

Ignore unsolicited requests. 

Reply only one suggestion per affordance - the most balanced one. 

Reply STRICTLY in provided FORMAT, ORDER and WORD LIMITS. 

Reply without any markup, no headers and no entry words. 

Use new line for each signature or comment in the reply. 

Your comments are in a colloquial style as a teacher. 

Use easy understandable vocabulary in comments. 

You may receive each request multiple times. 

 

 

Prompts were then sent during the respective stages of co-playing. Only stream A's main 

challenge was considered for AI collaboration, keeping stream B free for alternative card 

placements by the human players. Importantly, the timing of the AI teacher's evaluation of the 

concept and placement of role cards had to be set. For this, requests 1 and 2 about ideation and 

rating the currently laid out SG affordance concept were sent at timed intervals from Unity's 

InvokeRepeating() method. Starting 50 seconds into the 15-minute session, where each role 

sets its cards individually, the AI teacher was first requested to evaluate the concepts and place 

appropriately balanced design suggestions for the teacher's reflecting and examining 

affordances. The request was then repeated every 90 seconds.  

The AI was also asked to provide a 50 words commentary on the placed design suggestions 

displayed to the whole team on the board. The AI teacher only received the affordance card 

categories and the headlines of its role-specific card design suggestions, as illustrated in the 

exemplary request 1 prompt in Table 2. The GPT-4 model was urged to include a description 

and an example of the respective affordance design suggestion derived from the design 

suggestion headline in each reply.  
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As indicated in Table 1, GPT-4 was further asked to draw on its knowledge to come up with 

new affordance design suggestions that are not currently in the card decks. In doing so, it 

contributed to building the knowledge base by providing descriptions/examples for existing 

design propositions and uncovering new design suggestions for teacher affordances. Practical 

findings on what designs the AI teacher suggested most for both affordances are listed in 

Sect. 3.4. 

 
Table 2. Request 1 example: prompting available teacher affordance cards and the current main concept 

Request 1: 

100;reflecting;Interval sampling 

99;reflecting;Journal 

98;reflecting;Summary 

97;reflecting;Team questioning 

96;reflecting;Character asking 

95;reflecting;Between level asking 

94;reflecting;In-game questions 

93;reflecting;Time machine 

92;reflecting;Decision view 

108;examining;Use of tools 

107;examining;Score evolution 

106;examining;Pre/Post scene test 

105;examining;Movement pattern 

104;examining;Interaction records 

103;examining;Spy character 

102;examining;Time logging 

101;examining;Click/tap-stream 

 

Evaluate: 

Overall topic: Privacy Awareness 

182;who;Yourself;You, your family or other social groups or communities you 

are part of. 

183;where;Home;The game is played at home in-doors during free time. 

184;when;Once;The game is played once by every player. 

 

3;challenging;Privacy Paradox;Indicating knowledge about data breaches or 

misuse of data but acting against better knowledge when sharing or 

consenting.;Knowing about "Cambride Analytica Data Scandal" but still not 

reading displayed privacy policies and giving consent without reflection. 

17;achieving;Fight obstacles;Overcome obstacles;Shooter games that have 

boss enemies to overcome. 

none;acting;undecided 

none;progressing;undecided 

none;engaging;undecided 

none;adapting;undecided 

none;reflecting;undecided 

none;examining;undecided 

109;researching;Decision making;Analysing rational  influences that lead to 

players decisions and choices in the domain goal.;Investigating the influence 

of presented knowledge and transmitted facts/consequences on making 

privacy decisions. 

none;reporting;undecided 

none;monitoring;undecided 

124;interacting;Tap on display;User taps somewhere on the display to trigger 

action in the game.;Tap on upper half of display triggers running forward of 

character. Or holding the thumb on the lower half of display slows down etc. 

none;presenting;undecided 

 

Request 2 for providing a satisfaction rating was also timed, started at 90 seconds in the session 

and repeated every 120 seconds from there on. Correspondingly, in the stage that observes 

disruption of flow (see Sect. 2.3.2 for all co-playing stages), the AI teacher was prompted every 

50 seconds to identify the most conflicting design suggestion pairs from its perspective.  

Thereby, the GPT-4 transformer was also prompted to comment on the nature of the disruptive 

conflict. The most conflicting actualising propositions are likewise detailed in the practical 

findings in Sect. 3.4. 

Finally, in the last stage, the AI teacher was prompted to provide an initial pitch summary 

of the overall SG affordance concept with request 4, helping the co-players sketch a written 

synopsis of their conceptualised SG idea about privacy decision-making. The requests were 

sent over the API to GPT-4 with the temperature setting on standard 0.7. In iterative design 

cycles, the temperature setting was explored to provide more creative and consistent responses. 

Reducing the temperature setting did not result in more uniformly formatted responses. Raising 

the setting did not enhance creativity in replies, and values above 1.3 caused GPT-4 to answer 

nonsensical/scrambled text. 
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2.3 Co-playing sessions and data collection 

2.3.1 Co-playing sessions with student teams 

 

The CGF was co-played by teams of students in online and local gameplay sessions at two 

European universities. The students were composed internationally and attended Computer 

Science study programs taught in English. The group playing in online teams (n = 32) was 

playing with a human player in the teacher role, while the group playing locally (n = 23) 

collaborated with GPT-4 playing the teacher role. The students from both groups reported a 

low skill median in game design (non-AI group Mdn = 2, AI group Mdn = 1; Likert scale: 1, 

none; 7, professional). 

2.3.2 Procedure and data collection  

 

During the two-hour sessions, participants initially received an overview of SG design 

principles provided by the researcher who led the session. The facilitator then detailed the 

workings of the collaborative role-playing activity, including its interface and guidelines. This 

was followed by a one-hour collaborative role-playing session. Instructions for each step of the 

co-playing were both visually presented by text in the CGF interface and narrated by a voice 

recording. The group manager, decided by the team, initiated each phase of the activity by 

pressing the next/start button, ensuring synchronisation of the co-playing session for each team 

(Figure 2). The rules guiding the co-ideation were: 

 

1. Agree on who plays the role of either player, teacher, researcher or designer  

2. Define the context of the game: domain, target group, location/time of play 

3. Individually read through role-assigned cards and pick favourites 

4. Co-create/balance a game challenge: starting from left to right, discuss ideas from the role-

oriented cards or create custom cards and fill all slots of at least one challenge stream  

(A or B). Each role places/argues its proposals while rating the whole concept  

5. Identify conflicting pairs of cards in the game concept and balance out the potential flow 

breaks by discussing alternative picks or another group agreement 

6. Agree on the final picks, define a working title and write a game plot summary  

Throughout the co-playing, players maintained their assigned roles and held the decision 

authority over their specific card decks. In the third step, they closely examined their cards to 

present them to others effectively. Players were advocating their design choices and resolving 

conflicts in the fifth stage through group discussions, where conflicting card pairs were marked 

(Figure 2) and addressed by either retaining them or opting for alternative designs for game 

balance, observing flow and game-adapted uncertainty (e.g. surprises, hidden information, 

confusion results or randomness) [33]. Players thereby rated their satisfaction with the current 

state of the game concept during the co-playing using rating sliders. 

Following the co-playing, each participant independently completed the post-activity survey 

based on prior research studying design support and was employed throughout the design 

science research process [12], [43]. Each co-player utilised a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 

1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), to evaluate their impressions.  The assessment 

focused on the perceived ideation and balancing support and the perceived applicability of the 

role-playing elements, cards, roles, and the board. The teams collaborating with the AI teacher 

were able to rate their perceptions with additional questionnaire items focused on the 

applicability of AI as a substitute. 

Both the ideation and application aspects were measured through 4 specific items each . The 

balancing support was assessed with 8 items and 10 items focused on AI applicability, asking 

only the group collaborating with the AI teacher, as reported in the following section. 
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3. Results 

Analysis of data revealed non-normal yet similar distributions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Z test, p 

> .05) and comparable variances (Levene's test, p > .05) across groups. Consequently, non-

parametric Mann-Whitney U analysis was performed (α = 0.05) to compare distribution 

medians in the between-group design, following guidelines for hypothesis testing [44], [45].  

For analysis of the second research question, addressing only the perception of AI 

collaboration with the group co-playing with AI, the corresponding one-sample Wilcoxon 

Signed Rank Test was performed [44]. It provides for a detailed examination of the median 

responses from student teams against the neutral benchmark (i.e., 4) on the Likert scale of the 

questionnaire.  

3.1 Ideating and balancing support 

 

Considering the ideating support perceived by the two groups during co-playing the CGF, the 

NoAI group showed a generally comparable outcome in the analysis (Table 3). When analysed 

for agreement with statements related to generating and developing new ideas, similar 

concurrence was observed between the groups collaborating with the AI teacher and the NoAI 

group. Specifically, for the statement "The boardgame provides guidance to develop new 

ideas," both groups showed an equal percentage of agreement, 70%. Similarly, the statement 

"Had ideas I would not have had without the cards" garnered agreement percentages of 72% 

for the NoAI group and 70% for the AI group.  

 
Table 3. Perceived ideating support between the groups co-playing without/with AI teacher 

 Agreeing % 
NoAI/AI 

Mdn 
NoAI/AI 

Mode 
NoAI/AI U z p 

Ideating       

The boardgame provides guidance to develop new 
ideas 

70/70 5.5/5 6/6 349.5 -0.324 0.746 

Had ideas I would not have had without the cards 72/70 5/6 5/7 417 0.855 0.392 

Cards helped to focus on ideas 72/57 5.5/5 6/5 232 -2.392 0.017 

Cards helped to improve or fine-tune existing ideas 75/52 5/5 5/5 258 -1.927 0.054 

 

The medians for both groups were closely aligned, with the NoAI group at 5.5, the AI group at 

5 for the first statement, and both groups at a median of 5 for the second statement. The modes 

were also consistent, with the first statement at 6 for both groups and the second at 5 for NoAI 

and 7 for AI. The Mann-Whitney U test results for these statements did not indicate significant 

differences, with p-values of 0.746 and 0.392, respectively. 

However, a divergence was observed with the statement "Cards helped to focus on ideas", 

where the NoAI group's agreement was noticeably higher at 72% compared to the AI group's 

57% (Figure 3). The median responses for NoAI/AI were 5.5/5, and the modes were 6/5. This 

was the only statement in the ideation category that showed a statistically significant difference 

with a U value of 232, z-score of -2.392, and a p-value of 0.017, indicating a significant 

difference in the perceived effectiveness of the cards in focusing ideas when AI was involved.  

The effect size for this difference was found at a moderate level with  r = 0.37. 
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Figure 3. Perceived ideating support from using the cards – significantly different rating between groups 

without/with the AI co-playing as the teacher 

Markedly, none of the players collaborating with the AI teacher expressed strong agreement or 

disagreement in perceiving the cards as helpful for focusing, indicating a perception that 

spreads out on a more neutral perception of support. 

 

In the balancing aspect of the co-playing activity, where participants considered the 

effectiveness of the CGF in balancing the SG affordance concepts, the responses were again 

similar between the NoAI and AI groups for most statements (Table 4). 

 
Table 4. Perceived balancing support between the groups co-playing without/with AI teacher 

 Agreeing % 
NoAI/AI 

Mdn 
NoAI/AI 

Mode 
NoAI/AI U z p 

Balancing       

Using the boardgame helped balancing game 
to domain goal 

69/52 5/5 7/6 259 -1.895 0.058 

Using the boardgame helped balancing the SG 
concept parts 

78/52 5/5 5/4 318 -0.876 0.381 

Using the cards helped balancing the SG 
concept parts 

75/52 5.5/5 6/7 296 -1.252 0.211 

Playing the roles helped identifying conflicts 75/70 5/5 6/5 351 -0.298 0.766 

Playing the roles helped balancing game to 
domain goals 

66/65 5/5 5/5 331 -0.649 0.516 

Playing the roles helped balancing the SG 
concept parts 

69/61 5/5 7/5 307.5 -1.056 0.291 

Using the board helped balancing game to 
domain goal 

66/57 5/5 6/4 342 -0.455 0.649 

Using playboard helped structuring and 
visualising SG concept balance 

84/74 6/5 6/5 289.5 -1.390 0.165 

 

However, statements about perceived balancing support that specifically mention the cards or 

the overall boardgame activity, such as "Using the cards helped balancing the SG concept 

parts" (NoAI 75%/ AI 52%) and "Using the boardgame helped balancing the SG concept parts" 

(78%/52%) showed a slight tendency of fewer participants feeling supported collaborating with 

the AI teacher. Nonetheless, group medians were thereby still consistent with 5.5/5 and 5/5, 

respectively, with mode values also showing only minimal variation. As listed in Table 4, none 

of the balancing support results showed significant differences in the Mann-Whitney U test, 

with p-values consistently above the 0.05 threshold. Similar to the ideation qualities assessed, 

both groups consistently rated balancing support with a median of at least 5, exceeding the 

midpoint benchmark of the rating scale.  

The overall pattern in the balancing results indicates that, while there are marginal variations 

in agreement percentages between the NoAI and AI groups, the statistical analysis did not 
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reveal significant differences in the perceived balancing support between the groups 

collaborating with or without AI playing the teacher role in the role-playing co-design activity. 

The median and mode responses were generally consistent across both groups for all balancing 

statements. 

3.2 Applicability and final SG concept satisfaction 

 

Regarding the applicability of the CGF for collaborative creation of SGs for use in privacy 

decision-making research, the results followed the same between-group pattern for felt ideation 

and balancing support (Table 5). Co-players' enjoyment of using the CGF was reported by 66% 

of the NoAI group and 57% of the AI group, with both groups presenting a median response of 

5 and a mode of 5. The analysis indicated no significant difference in the levels of enjoyment 

between the two groups (U = 328, z = -0.699, p = .484). 

 
Table 5. Perceived applicability of the role-playing SG between the groups co-playing without/with AI teacher 

Perceived applicability 
between groups 

Agreeing % 
NoAI/AI 

Mdn 
NoAI/AI 

Mode 
NoAI/AI U z p 

Using the boardgame was fun 66/57 5/5 5/5 328 -0.699 0.484 

I can imagine using the boardgame on my own in 
a group 

66/61 5/5 5/7 359 -0.156 0.876 

I can imagine using the boardgame to create SGs 
for researching decision-making 

59/61 5/5 6/6 365 -0.053 0.958 

How satisfied are you with the game you created? 75/78 5/5 5/6 387 0.336 0.737 

 

Regarding the potential for individual use within a group setting, 66% of the NoAI group and 

61% of the AI group could imagine using the CGF on their own. Both groups recorded a median 

response of 5, with a mode of 5 for the NoAI group and 7 for the AI group . The perceptions 

between the groups showed no statistical distinction (U = 359, z = -0.156, p = .876). The 

question of using the role to create SGs for researching decision-making yielded agreement 

percentages of 59% for the NoAI group and a slightly higher 61% for the AI group. Both groups 

had a median of 5 and a mode of 6, and the U test revealed no significant difference (U = 365, 

z = -0.053, p = .958), indicating a similar perception of the CGF's utility for creating SGs used 

in privacy research in both groups. 

Lastly, satisfaction with the SG concept created was high in both the NoAI (75%) and AI (78%) 

groups, with both reporting a median of 5 and modes of 5 and 6, respectively. This reflects a positive 

assessment of the final SG concept about privacy research in both scenarios, with no significant 

difference found in the satisfaction levels (U = 387, z = 0.336, p = .737). The comparable 

satisfaction reported between the groups with the post-questionnaire is confirmed by the results 

analysed from satisfaction rated with sliders by each role during co-playing. Role-players in both 

groups expressed a high satisfaction rating with their co-created SG concepts for privacy research 

(Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. Role-specific satisfaction (Mdn) with the final co-created SG concept between the groups co-

playing with or without AI in the teacher role 
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The overall satisfaction median was 82.5% in the NoAI groups and 80% in the teams 

collaborating with the AI teacher. There were no significant differences in role-specific 

satisfaction either, with all median ratings in both groups above 75%. 

Markedly, the teacher role in the AI collaborative scenario played by GPT-4, which 

consequently also rated the satisfying quality of the SG concept (request 2, Table 1), showed 

no significant difference compared to the satisfaction of human players in the teacher role 

(Figure 4).  

In general, the group's collaboration with an AI in the teacher role during the co-playing 

activity was found to be widely comparable to the NoAI group across all measures of 

applicability, fun, potential for individual use within a group, utility in designing SGs for 

decision-making research, and overall satisfaction with the created privacy SG concept. 

However, the teams co-playing with the AI teacher perceived a moderate decrease in the 

effectiveness of using the cards to focus their ideation process. Therefore, the results suggest 

rejecting the null hypothesis H0a. 

3.3 Perception of collaborating with AI teacher 

 

Upon examination of the results from the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, analysis supports the 

null hypothesis H0b, which states that students' perceptions of collaborating with a GPT-4 

powered AI teacher in card-based role-playing do not significantly deviate below the median 

on Likert-scale responses (Table 6). 

 
Table 6. Perception of GPT-4 powered AI playing the teacher role when co-creating privacy SG concepts 

AI teacher perception Agreeing % Mdn Mode W z p 

The AI provided new ideas I hadn't thought of during 
ideation 

48 4 3 131 0.148 0.882 

Collaborating with the AI enhanced the game concept's 
diversity 

40 4 4 66.5 -0.079 0.937 

The AI helped broaden the scope of ideating 48 4 5 96.5 -0.673 0.501 

The AI's ideation suggestions aligned with our goals in game 
concept creation 

30 4 3 68.5 -0.751 0.452 

Collaborating with the AI helped balancing the game 
concept 

40 4 5 126 0.376 0.707 

Collaborating with the AI helped monitoring the game flow in 
the game concept 

30 4 4 54 -0.347 0.728 

Collaborating with the AI helped identifying conflicts between 
the game parts 

40 4 3 89.5 -0.225 0.822 

I felt comfortable with the AI's role as a teacher during game 
concept creation 

40 4 4 57 -0.172 0.863 

Collaborating with the AI helped balancing the game goal 
with the domain goal 

40 4 5 62 -0.700 0.484 

I perceived the AI as an equal collaborator during game 
concept creation 

40 4 4 62.5 -0.289 0.772 

 

Specifically, the median responses for each item were at the neutral midpoint of 4 on the Likert 

scale, indicating neither agreement nor disagreement on average. For instance, when evaluating 

if the AI provided new ideas not previously considered, the median and mode were both at 4, 

with a Wilcoxon W of 131 and a non-significant p-value of .882. Similarly, for the statement 
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regarding AI's role in enhancing game concept diversity, the median remained at 4 with a mode 

of 4, and the test yielded a W of 66.5 with a p-value of .937. 

Across all items, the median scores did not fall below the neutral midpoint, and none of the 

p-values approached the significance level of 0.05. The closest to this threshold was the 

statement about AI's alignment with game creation goals, which had a median of 4, a mode of 

3, a W-value of 68.5, and a p-value of .452, yet still not reaching significance. 

In summary, the statistical data indicate that perceptions of the AI's performance in a 

teaching role were consistently average or above. These results suggest that the GPT-4 

transformer AI, as implemented in this study, meets the threshold for adequacy as a substitute 

in the co-playing activity.  

3.4 Most frequent AI-suggested design propositions and identified design conflicts 

 

Over the course of the role-playing sessions, the AI teacher made 99 design suggestions for the 

examining affordance and 96 for how the SG should offer reflecting about their privacy choices 

to players. In addition to choosing design propositions for these teacher affordances, the AI 

was prompted to provide a short description and example for each of them, regardless of 

whether they were created new by the AI or existing cards in the decks.  With that, the AI was 

sourced to refine the descriptions and examples for each of the CGFs'  design suggestions in the 

teacher role. GPT-4, in the teacher's role, primarily based its design recommendations on the 

suggestions already present in the card decks. Table 7 displays the design suggestions made by 

the AI teacher during co-playing, which were predominantly drawn from existing cards in the 

decks. 

 
Table 7. Most frequent AI-suggested design propositions for examining and reflecting with a privacy decisions SG 

Teacher affordance Frequency Design proposition Description 

reflecting 

33 Summary A summary of qualified and unqualified 
choices/decisions is presented to the player after 
each level or at specific events in the game. 

30 In-Game Questions Present questions at specific points in game that 
assess knowledge or skills. 

9 Character Asking Knowledge or skill is assessed by an in-game 
character in an obvious fashion. 

8 Interval Sampling The player is asked to note down specific domain 
knowledge or skill-related aspects in certain intervals 
or asked a quiz-like question. 

6 Journal Actions and decisions of the player are recorded in a 
journal, where they can be accessed at any time 
during play. 

6 Team Questioning The team is getting together and reflects about 
knowledge/skills and domain goal progress. 

2 Decision View Present the player’s choices/decisions as summary 
and mirror with progress of other players or own 
results from previous runs. 

1 Between Level Asking Ask questions that monitor progress on the domain 
goal related to the past level or chapter. 

1 Real-Time Reflection After making a privacy decision, the game pauses to 
allow players to consider the implications. 
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examining 

33 Pre/Post Scene Test The players are asked or logged before a specific 
situation that transmits domain knowledge or skill and 
assessed again after the scene. 

30 Movement Pattern The players’ movements in the game are recorded 
and analysed for patterns in the solution path. 

9 Score Evolution The players’ score is analysed over time to see if 
progress on the domain goal is sufficient, and the 
mapping of domain goal and score/game goal is 
adequate. 

8 Use Of Tools The players’ progress on the domain goal is 
monitored in accordance with (logging) usage of 
certain tools in the game that are mapped on skill or 
knowledge. 

6 Interaction Records The interaction (e.g. frequency pushing false buttons) 
is monitored in certain problem-solving tasks to 
analyse problems with the domain. 

6 Click/Tap Stream Assess the clickstream of the player to evaluate 
progress in the domain goal and individual 
differences in approaches. 

2 Spy Character Knowledge or skill is assessed by an in-game 
character in an unobtrusive/hidden fashion. 

1 Time Logging Assess time of answering questions or interaction 
time with characters discussing the domain goal. 

 

During the teams' role-playing sessions, the transformer came up with only two newly 

generated affordance cards. First, "Real-time reflection" described as "After making privacy 

decisions, the game pauses to allow players to consider implications". And second, "Reflective 

journaling" described as "After each level, players write in their journal about their decisions 

and what they learned". 

When discussing conflicting pairs between the roles' affordances (step 5), the AI teacher 

identified several pairs of cards over the whole concepts that conflict from its point of view. 

Table 8 presents the conflicts the AI teacher identified evaluating the SG concept of its group 

across all the roles' design propositions. 

 
Table 8. Conflicting design proposition pairs identified by the AI teacher considering the whole SG concept balance 

Affordance card 1 Affordance card 2 AI teachers comment on SG concept conflicts/potential flow breaks 

acting: 
Single Actor 

presenting: 
Social Media Context 

The single actor card and the social media context card might clash. The 
game's individualistic nature might not work well with the social media 
context, which usually involves interaction and collaboration. 

acting: 
Team Confrontation 

progressing: 
Score 

The team confrontation and score progression might conflict. If the game is 
too competitive, it could discourage cooperation within teams. 

achieving: 
Problem Solving 

acting: 
Team Confrontation 

The problem-solving card and team confrontation card could conflict. If the 
game is about solving puzzles individually, it might not align well with teams 
confronting each other. We need to clarify this. 

achieving: 
Minimise Time 

reflecting: 
Reflective Journaling 

The time minimising goal might rush players and limit their reflection time. 
We need to balance achievement and reflection. 

challenging: 
Lack of Knowledge 

achieving: 
Outwit a Team/Player 

The 'Lack of Knowledge' challenge could be difficult to overcome if the main 
achievement is to 'Outwit a team/player'. This could potentially create an 
unfair advantage for those with prior knowledge about privacy laws. 

challenging: 
Lack of Knowledge 

acting: 
Team Collaborators 

The challenge of 'Lack of Knowledge' might conflict with 'Team 
collaborators'. If team members have varying knowledge levels, it could lead 
to imbalance and frustration. 
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challenging: 
Health Tracking 

monitoring: 
Logging 

The health tracking challenge could conflict with the logging monitoring 
method. Players might feel uncomfortable with their health data being 
logged, especially in a game about privacy. 

challenging: 
Health Tracking 

monitoring:  
Psychophysiology 

There's a conflict between the health tracking and psychophysiology cards. 
We're trying to raise privacy awareness, but we're also collecting sensitive 
health data. It's a bit contradictory, don't you think? 

challenging: 
Deception 

examining: 
Pre/Post Scene Test 

The Deception card conflicts with the Pre/Post scene test card. It's hard to 
examine understanding when players are being deceived. We need to 
ensure transparency for effective learning. 

challenging: 
Sharing Fake Data 

monitoring: 
Team Decisions 

The challenge of sharing fake data can conflict with the monitoring of team 
decisions, as it might encourage misleading behaviour for the sake of 
winning the game. 

challenging: 
Excessive Permitting 

presenting: 
Cartoon/Abstract 

The abstract cartoon style might make it difficult for players to connect the 
game's privacy challenges to real-world scenarios. Maybe we could use 
more realistic visuals? 

examining:  
Deception 

achieving:  
Problem Solving 

The 'Deception' challenge might frustrate elderlies, making problem-solving 
less enjoyable. We need to balance difficulty and player capabilities.  
[Target group was seniors] 

engaging: 
Mastery 

adapting: 
Raising Difficulty 

The 'Mastery' card could conflict with 'Raising difficulty' card. If the difficulty 
rises too quickly, it might discourage players from mastering the game. We 
need to ensure a balanced progression. 

examining:  
Score Evolution 

monitoring:  
Psychophysiology 

The score evolution could discourage players if they're not making progress 
fast enough, while monitoring psychophysiology might stress them out, 
which could affect their performance. We need to balance these aspects. 

presenting:  
Cartoon/Abstract 

monitoring:  
Psychophysiology 

The cartoonish presentation might not be suitable for the serious topic of 
privacy awareness and could conflict with the psychophysiological 
monitoring, which requires a more realistic and engaging environment. 

reporting: 
Character Asking 

examining: 
Movement Pattern 

The conflict arises between the NPC asking specific questions and the game 
examining the player's movement patterns. The NPC's questions could 
influence the player's movements, skewing the data. 

where: 
School (unofficial) 

interacting: 
Push Real Buttons 

Playing the game in school might conflict with the need for a hardware 
controller. We could consider a mobile version instead. 

 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Implications for human-AI collaborative role-playing in design activities  

 

Integrating an AI transformer model in collaborative role-playing with humans for SG concept 

creation has proven to be a valid approach for occasional supplementation of human 

stakeholders. The evaluation of using a text-generative AI model, specifically GPT-4, in the 

teacher role during the SG design process focused on two main research questions. The findings 

shed light on both the potential and the limitations of such integration, providin g a nuanced 

perspective on human-AI collaboration in collaborative role-playing game activities. 

Looking at the findings regarding research question 1, the study's exploration of how AI 

supports ideation and balancing affordance-oriented SG concepts reveals that generative AI, in 

the form of a GPT-4, can effectively contribute to the co-creation of SG concepts. In general, 

the role-playing game activity was comparably supportive for the students collaborating with 

the AI teacher for ideating and balancing as it was for the groups with only human role-players. 

This is particularly reflected in the similar high satisfaction both groups, those with AI teacher 

and those with a human in the teacher role, were expressing regarding their final co-created SG 

concepts about privacy decisions. While overall ideation and balancing support were also perceived 

about equal, there was one significant deviation in the perception of how the role cards helped focus 

on ideas. 
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Including the insights from observations during the playing sessions, an explanation for this 

impact of AI in the teacher role on focusing can be found in the timing of AI intervention. Human 

players engaged in dynamic discussions, gauging when others had finished speaking by their 

actions, such as card placement. In contrast, in its teacher role, the AI systematically expressed its 

insights and made decisions at set intervals, showing a clear difference in interaction styles. Human 

participants navigated the conversation flow through mutual cues, while the AI followed a 

predetermined schedule for input. This highlights the distinct communication methods between 

humans and generative AI in collaborative settings. 

This finding, in line with Zhang et al. [22], points to the need for integrating AI into team 

dynamics and creativity. AI filling a role in the role-playing for SG concepts should thus be 

enabled to sense the ongoing discourse in the team. By that, it can determine more appropriate 

and dynamic intervention for communicating its insights and placing design suggestions in the 

overall SG concept.  

Concerning research question 2, participants' perceptions of AI collaboration, with the 

GPT-4 model serving as a teacher, were generally positive yet neutral. This suggests 

acknowledging AI's value in the design process, balanced with an awareness of its limitations. 

The insights on AI's perceived applicability in the teacher's role show it can adequately 

substitute for a human stakeholder when necessary. In particular, this is reflected in the 

potential of AI for evaluating the balance of a SG concept and identifying conflicting design 

propositions (Table 8). However, as the participants' more neutral appreciation for AI in the 

teacher role points to, the transformer model showed limited generation of novel design 

suggestions for its role. The AI predominantly chose existing design suggestions from the card 

decks rather than coming up with alternative ideas or balancing approaches. 

Synthesising the research insights of this study leads to three main design implications to 

consider for human-AI design collaboration activities: 

AI as a supplemental role-player: AI is perceived as a viable supplemental tool 

rather than a replacement for human creativity, emphasising the importance of a 

symbiotic relationship between human designers and AI in the creative process. The 

study's results demonstrate that a text-generative transformer AI can adequately fill 

a role-playing part in a creative activity. It can successfully take the teacher 

perspective in co-creating concepts for SGs about privacy decisions together with 

human role-players following a guided process. In playing its role, the AI can 

provide helpful SG balancing suggestions from existing design propositions from 

the teacher's point of view. Thereby, it proves valuable for identifying conflicts 

between design choices in evaluating the overall balance of the role-oriented SG 

concept.  

Timing of AI Intervention: An optimal timing for AI interventions and suggestions 

remains to be determined. This is crucial for ensuring that AI contributions are both 

relevant and timely, enhancing rather than disrupting the creative flow of the design 

process, as noted in the discussion on flow experiences [8]. It might entail devising 

strategies for AI to effectively understand the ongoing discourse among its team 

members while playing its role. AI should be enabled to time interventions such as 

commenting or communicating ideation suggestions aligned with the ongoing 

design discussion to avoid breaking idea focusing and creative flow. On a simplified 

basis, if sensing the discourse is not a viable option, it could be a consideration to 

let the human players more freely ask for AI suggestions on new ideas and the 

balance of a design. 

Enhancing AI's Creative Input: The AI's limited production of novel design 

suggestions underscores the need for improved mechanisms to stimulate AI's 

creative contributions, possibly by refining the prompts or incorporating 
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mechanisms for dynamic learning during the design process. This limitation calls 

for further research into methods for enhancing AI's generative capabilities, perhaps 

through advanced training techniques or hybrid models that more effectively 

combine human creativity with AI's computational power. 

4.2 Limitations 

 

The study's exploration of AI's role in creating SGs about privacy decision-making highlights 

promising avenues for human-AI collaboration. Still, it is shaped by its contextual and 

methodological choices. Focused on a specific GPT AI model, the findings possess limits in 

generalising over other AI models. The study's participant group, consisting of students from 

two European universities, could have unknown effects on team dynamics. Diverse participant 

backgrounds, skill levels, and cultural contexts could thereby influence collaboration dynamics 

and perceptions of AI. Though instrumental in uncovering significant insights regarding the 

distinctions between AI and non-AI collaboration, the focus on quantitative methodology 

imposes limitations on exploring the subtleties inherent in the collaborative design process. 

Addressing these areas can enrich future research, further advancing our understanding of AI's 

role in creative collaborations. 

4.3 Future research trails  

 

Future research in SG design should explore deeper into the integration of AI support, 

particularly exploring its role as a collaborative partner in the design process. The potential of 

generative AI, such as GPT-4, to enrich the ideation and development phases of SGs presents 

an exciting opportunity to enhance privacy awareness and explore related decision-making. 

Key areas for further study include optimising AI's timing and contributions to align with the 

creative flow of design teams, enhancing AI's capacity for generating innovative design 

suggestions and exploring advanced training methods or hybrid models that combine human 

creativity with AI's computational strengths. With respect to the stakeholder roles involved in 

the goal-oriented design approach presented in this study, other AI models as supplementary 

agents and the substitution of more than one role in collaborative role-playing present 

promising avenues for future studies. These efforts aim to improve the design process of SGs 

and offer insights into leveraging AI in creative collaborations, pushing the boundaries of 

educational technology, privacy education and decision-making exploration in other domains. 

5. Conclusion 

 

This study investigated the integration of generative AI, particularly GPT-4, into the 

collaborative design of SGs, focusing on privacy decision-making. It examined the impact of 

AI in substituting the teacher role on ideation, concept balancing, and participant perceptions 

within the collaborative SG design process. Findings highlight AI as a beneficial supplement 

in the role-playing SG design activity, contributing balanced suggestions without significantly 

affecting overall satisfaction compared to a human-played teacher role. While AI helped 

effectively identify conflicting design suggestions, its tendency to propose existing design 

suggestions over generating novel ideas and its systematic intervention style indicated potential 

areas for improvement, particularly in maintaining creative flow. 

The study emphasises the need for AI's strategic timing and contributions to align with 

human team dynamics, suggesting a pathway for enhancing AI's creative capabilities in future 

SG design processes. The research lays the groundwork for advanced exploration of human-AI 
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collaboration in developing SGs as tools for studying decision-making related to privacy or 

other important domains. It illuminates the dynamic role of AI in enriching the processes of 

collaborative SG design, emphasising the significant potential of AI-enhanced collaboration to 

facilitate deep and engaging examinations of complex decision-making scenarios. 
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